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cue toward the marking M (Fig. 6). Thus, if 
the piece l0 has been moved into the area num 
bered “3” and the number “12" appears through 
opening H, as in Fig. 1, the player gets a com 
bined count of 15. 
Thus it will be seen that the game is substan 

tially more enhancing in that the element of 
chance is combined with that of skill. With the 
improved playing piece, it is quite possible to get 
a higher countiwheni the piece ill ‘rests’ in areav 
"2” thanwhen‘it rests in area ‘-‘5,”"depen‘cling1' of 
course on what number on ball I8 is visible 
through the opening l1. 5 * 
While I have disclosed the improved playing 

piece for use with a shu?ie board, it may be‘used 
in any game having a count determined‘b‘yi any: 
position of the playing piece. Infaotfthe playing 
piece may be used alone on‘ any‘ plane surface ‘ ' me of this patent, 
and the game will be one wholly of chance,_ 
While I have disclosed ‘my invention in accord 

ance with a single speci?c embodiment thereof, 
such is to be considered as illustrative only, and 
not restrictive, the scope- of the invention being 
defined in the sub-joined claim’. _ ‘ 
What I claim and desire to. secure by US. 

Letters Patent iszw " ‘ ' ' '. 

A game piece comprising a slidable body mem: 
ber including a lower disc andan‘ upper disc re 
movably secured to the lower disc, said discs being 
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substantially of the same thickness and said 
upper disc being of substantially less diameter 
than the lower disc and being disposed axially 
thereof, aligned substantially semispherical 
pockets in said discs and opening through the 
upper end lower walls thereof in the provision 
of opening of substantially less diameter than 
the pockets, said pockets de?ning a substantially 
spherically walled chamber within the discs, and 
a ball loosely‘supported in saidll‘chamber :for pro 
jection-through the opening in said lower disc 
and having numbers thereon observable through 
‘the opening in the upper disc. 
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